ANSC 310 TERM PROJECT EVALUATION FORM

Student's Name: _______________________________

Title: _________________________________

Oral Presentation

____ 1. Introduction / justification

____ 2. Procedure
   Where?                  Animals? (how many, age, sex, breed, etc.)
   When?                   Weather

____ 4. Results

____ 5. Discussion - Own observations compared with literature available or what other people have found?

____ 6. Descriptions (especially behavioral ones) are specific and avoid use of vague terms such as "a few" or "the calf was worried".

____ 7. Effective use of visual aides.

____ 8. Stayed within time limit = 7 minutes

____ 9. Well organized presentation.

Suggestions to improve:

Report

____ 1. Can it be easily read?

____ 2. Basic information complete?
   Where?                                Animals? (age, sex, breed, numbers, etc.)
   When?                                 Weather
   How many observations made?            Weather

____ 3. **English/Grammar** This is now very important!! Was it carefully proof read?
   Logical organization (Intro, Methods, Results, Discussion, Citations)
   Correct spelling
   Correct format
   Consistent tense (Past!!)

____ 4. Appropriate number of references were used in body of text and cited correctly. Or, documented effort.

____ 5. Data presented in a clear and concise manner.

General

____ 1. **Overall quality of the project** - difficulty of the subject, effort displayed, satisfied writing component.
   Were enough animals observed?

____ 2. Followed instructions and achieved learning objectives, especially learning something new.

____ 3. Planning Guide for term project submitted and approved?